
Chapter 6
Further Inference in the Multiple Regression
Model

In this chapter several extensions of the multiple linear regression model are considered. First,
we test joint hypotheses about parameters in a model and then learn how to impose linear restric-
tions on the parameters. A condition called collinearity is also explored.

6.1 F -test

An F -statistic can be used to test multiple hypotheses in a linear regression model. In linear
regression there are several different ways to derive and compute this statistic, but each yields the
same result. The one used here compares the sum of squared errors (SSE ) in a regression model
estimated under the null hypothesis (H0) to the SSE of a model under the alternative (H1). If the
sum of squared errors from the two models are similar, then there is not enough evidence to reject
the restrictions. On the other hand, if imposing restrictions implied by H0 alter SSE substantially,
then the restrictions it implies don’t fit the data and we reject them.

In the Big Andy’s Burger Barn example we estimated the model

salesi = β1 + β2price + β3advert + β4advert2 + e (6.1)

Suppose we wish to test the hypothesis that advertising has no effect on average sales against the
alternative that it does. Thus, H0 : β3 = β4 = 0 and H1 : β3 6= 0 or β4 6= 0. Another way to
express this is in terms of the models each hypothesis implies.

H0 :β1 + β2price + e

H1 :β1 + β2price + β3advert + β4advert2 + e
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The model under H0 is restricted compared to the model under H1 since in it β3 = 0 and β4 = 0.
The F -statistic used to test H0 versus H1 estimates each model by least squares and compares
their respective sum of squared errors using the statistic:

F =
(SSEr − SSEu)/J

SSEu/(N −K)
∼ FJ,N−K if H0 is true (6.2)

The sum of squared errors from the unrestricted model (H1) is denoted SSEu and that of the
restricted model (H0) is SSEr. The numerator is divided by the number of hypotheses being
tested, J . In this case that is 2 since there are two restrictions implied by H0. The denominator
is divided by the total number of degrees of freedom in the unrestricted regression, N −K. N is
the sample size and K is the number of parameters in the unrestricted regression. When the errors
of your model are (1) independently and identically distributed (iid) normals with zero mean and
constant variance (et iid N(0, σ2)) and (2) H0 is true, then this statistic has an F distribution with
J numerator and N −K denominator degrees of freedom. Choose a significance level and compute
this statistic. Then compare its value to the appropriate critical value from the F table or compare
its p-value to the chosen significance level.

The script to estimate the models under H0 and H1 and to compute the test statistic is given
below.

1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

2 square advert

3 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

4 scalar sseu = $ess

5 scalar unrest_df = $df

6 ols sales const price

7 scalar sser = $ess

8 scalar Fstat=((sser-sseu)/2)/(sseu/(unrest_df))

9 pvalue F 2 unrest_df Fstat

The first thing to notice is that a gretl function is used to create advert2. In line 2 the square

command will square any variable or variables that follow. In doing so, the string sq is appended
as a prefix to the original variable name, so that squared advertising (advert2) becomes sq advert.

Gretl refers to the sum of squared residuals (SSE ) as the “error sum of squares” and it is
retrieved from the regression results using the accessor $ess (i.e., in line 3 scalar sseu = $ess.
In this case, the accessor $ess points to the error sum of squares computed in the regression that
precedes it. You’ll also want to save the degrees of freedom in the unrestricted model so that you
can use it in the computation of the p-value for the F -statistic. In this case, the F -statistic has 2
known parameters (J=1 and N−K=unrest df) that are used as arguments in the pvalue function.

There are a number of other ways within gretl to do this test. These are available through
scripts, but it may be useful to demonstrate how to access them through the GUI. First, you’ll
want to estimate the model using least squares. From the pull-down menu (see Figure 5.1) se-
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lect Model>Ordinary Least Squares, specify the unrestricted model (Figure 5.2), and run the
regression. This yields the result shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: The model results from least squares regression using the pull-down menu

You’ll notice that along the menu bar at the top of this window there are a number of options
that are available to you. Choose Tests and the pull-down menu shown in Figure 6.2 will be
revealed. The first four options in 6.2 are highlighted and these are the ones that are most pertinent

Figure 6.2: Choosing Tests from the pull-down menu of the model window reveals several testing
options

to the discussion here. This menu provides you an easy way to omit variables from the model, add
variables to the model, test a sum of your coefficients, or to test arbitrary linear restrictions on the
parameters of your model.

Since this test involves imposing a zero restriction on the coefficient of the variable price, we can
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use the Omit variables option. This brings up the dialog box shown in Figure 6.3. Notice the two
radio buttons at the bottom of the window. The first is labeled Estimate reduced model and this
is the one you want to use to compute equation 6.2. If you select the other, no harm is done. It is
computed in a different way, but produces the same answer in a linear model. The only advantage
of the Wald test (second option) is that the restricted model does not have to be estimated in
order to perform the test. Consequently, when you use the --wald option, the restricted model is
not estimated and the unrestricted model remains in gretl’s memory where its statistics can be
accessed.

Figure 6.3: The Omit variables dialog box available from the Tests pull-down menu in the model
window.

Select the variable P and click OK to reveal the result shown in Figure 6.4. The interesting
thing about this option is that it mimics your manual calculation of the F statistic from the script.
It computes the sum of squared errors in the unrestricted and restricted models and computes
equation (6.2) based on those regressions. Most pieces of software choose the alternative method
(Wald) to compute the test, but you get the same result.1

You can also use the linear restrictions option from the pull-down menu shown in Figure
6.2. This produces a large dialog box that requires a bit of explanation. The box appears in Figure
6.5. The restrictions you want to impose (or test) are entered here. Each restriction in the set should
be expressed as an equation, with a linear combination of parameters on the left and a numeric
value to the right of the equals sign. Parameters are referenced in the form b[variable number],
where variable number represents the position of the regressor in the equation, which starts with
1. This means that β3 is equivalent to b[3]. Restricting β3 = 0 is done by issuing b[3]=0 and
setting β4 = 0 by b[4]=0 in this dialog. Sometimes you’ll want to use a restriction that involves a

1Of course, if you had used the --robust option with ols, then a Wald calculation is done. This is discussed in
chapter 8.
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Figure 6.4: The results using the Omit variables dialog box to test zero restrictions on the
parameters of a linear model.

multiple of a parameter e.g., 3β3 = 2. The basic principle is to place the multiplier first, then the
parameter, using * to multiply. So, in this case the restriction in gretl becomes 3*b[3] = 2.

When you use the console or a script instead of the pull-down menu to impose restrictions,
you’ll have to tell gretl where the restrictions start and end. The restrictions start with a restrict

statement and end with end restrict. The statement will look like this:

open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

ols sales const price advert sq_advert

restrict

b[3] = 0

b[4] = 0

end restrict

Put each restriction on its own line. Here is another example of a set of restrictions from a gretl
script:

restrict

b[1] = 0

b[2] - b[3] = 0

b[4] + 2*b[5] = 1

end restrict

If you use the pull-down menu to impose these you can omit the restrict and end restrict
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Figure 6.5: The linear restriction dialog box obtained using the Linear restrictions option in
the Tests pull-down menu.

statements. The results you get from using the restrict statements appear in Figure 6.6. The
test statistic and its p-value are highlighted in green. Notice also that the restricted estimates are
printed; the coefficients on advert and sq advert are zero.

Figure 6.6: The results obtained from using the restrict dialog box.

6.2 Regression Significance

To statistically determine whether the regression is actually a model of the average behavior
of your dependent variable, you can use the F -statistic. In this case, H0 is the proposition that y
does not depend on any of the independent variables, and H1 is that it does.

Ho : β1 + ei

H1 : β1 + β2xi2 + . . .+ βkxik + ei

The null hypothesis can alternately be expressed as β2, β3, . . . , βK = 0, a set of K − 1 linear
restrictions. In Big Andy’s Burger Barn the script is
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1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

2 square advert

3 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

4 restrict

5 b[2] = 0

6 b[3] = 0

7 b[4] = 0

8 end restrict

In lines 3-8 the model is estimated and the three slopes are restricted to be zero. The test result
is shown in Figure 6.7 below. You can see that the F -statistic for this test is equal to 24.4593.

Figure 6.7: The results obtained from using the restrict statements via the dialog box to conduct
the overall F -test of regression significance.

You should also notice that the same number appears in the regression results as F (3, 71). This
is not coincidental. The test of regression significance is important enough that it appears on the
default output of every linear regression estimated using gretl. The statistic and its p-value are
highlighted in Figure 6.7. Since the p-value is less than = 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis that
the model is insignificant at the five percent level.

This is also a good opportunity to use the omit statement and to show the effect of the --wald

option. Consider the script
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1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

2 square advert

3 list xvars = price advert sq_advert

4 ols sales const xvars --quiet

5 omit xvars --wald

6 omit xvars

The regressors that carry slopes are collected into the list called xvars. Then, the overall F -test
can be performed by simply omitting the xvars from the model. This tests the hypothesis that
each coefficient is zero against the alternative that at least one is not. The --wald option will
perform the test without imposing the restrictions. The chi-square form is actually very similar to
the F -form; divide the chi-square form by its degrees of freedom and you will get the F. Their are
slight differences in the χ2

J/J and the FJ,N−K distributions, which accounts for the small difference
in the reported p-values.

The second omit xvars statement will then repeat the test, this time imposing the restrictions
on the model. The output is shown if Figure 6.8. You can see that the F -form in the top portion

Figure 6.8: The results obtained from using the omit statements to conduct the overall F -test of
regression significance.

of the output and the test statistic at the bottom match each other as well as the one obtained
using restrict. No regression output follows the first version because of the --wald option. In
the second instance, the model is restricted and the estimate of the constant (the series mean in
this case) is given before printing the test result.
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One can also perform the test manually using saved results from the estimated model. The
script to do so is:

1 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

2 scalar sseu = $ess

3 scalar unrest_df = $df

4 ols sales const

5 scalar sser = $ess

6 scalar rest_df = $df

7

8 scalar J = rest_df - unrest_df

9 scalar Fstat=((sser-sseu)/J)/(sseu/(unrest_df))

10 pvalue F J unrest_df Fstat

Since there are three hypotheses to test jointly the numerator degrees of freedom for the F -statistic
is J = K − 1 = 3. The saved residual degrees of freedom from the restricted model can be used
to obtain the number of restrictions imposed. Each unique restriction in a linear model reduces
the number of parameters in the model by one. So, imposing one restriction on a three parameter
unrestricted model (e.g., Big Andy’s), reduces the number of parameters in the restricted model
to two. Let Kr be the number of regressors in the restricted model and Ku the number in the
unrestricted model. Subtracting the degrees of freedom in the unrestricted model (N −Ku) from
those of the restricted model (N −Kr) will yield the number of restrictions you’ve imposed, i.e.,
(N −Kr)− (N −Ku) = (Ku −Kr) = J .

6.2.1 Relationship Between t- and F -tests

You can certainly use an F -test to test the significance of individual variables in a regression.
Consider once again the model for Big Andy

salesi = β1 + β2price + β3advert + β4advert2 + e (6.3)

and suppose we want to test whether price affects sales. Using the omit command produces the
F -test

1 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

2 omit price

The output window is shown in Figure 6.7. The F(1, 71) statistic is equal to 53.3549 and has a
p-value that is much smaller than 0.05; the coefficient is significant at the 5% level. Notice also that
in the unrestricted model (Model 6 in the output) that the usual t-ratio is -7.304, also significant
at 5%. The t-ratio has a t71 distribution if the coefficient is zero. Squaring (−7.304)2 = 53.3549,
suggesting that there is a relationship between these two statistics. In fact, t2n is equivalent to
F (1, n). This hold for any degrees of freedom parameter, n.
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6.2.2 Optimal Level of Advertising

The optimal level of advertising is that amount where the last dollar spent on advertising results
in only 1 dollar of additional sales (we are assuming here that the marginal cost of producing and
selling another burger is zero!). Find the level of level of advertising, adverto, that solves:

∂E[sales]

∂advert
= β3 + 2β4adverto = $1 (6.4)

Plugging in the least squares estimates from the model and solving for adverto can be done in gretl.
A little algebra yields

adverto =
$1− β3

2β4
(6.5)

The script in gretl to compute this follows.

open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

square advert

ols sales const price advert sq_advert

scalar Ao =(1-$coeff(advert))/(2*$coeff(sq_advert))

which generates the result:

? scalar Ao =(1-$coeff(advert))/(2*$coeff(sq_advert))

Generated scalar Ao (ID 7) = 2.01434

This implies that the optimal level of advertising is estimated to be approximately $2014.

To test the hypothesis that $1900 is optimal (remember, advert is measured in $1000)

Ho : β3 + 2β41.9 = 1

H1 : β3 + 2β41.9 6= 1

you can use a t-test or an F -test. Following the regression, use

restrict

b[3] + 3.8*b[4]=1

end restrict

Remember that b[3] refers to the coefficient of the third variable in the regression (A) and b[4]

to the fourth. The output from the script is shown in Figure 6.9. The F -statistic is =0.936 and
has a p-value of 0.33. We cannot reject the hypothesis that $1900 is optimal at the 5% level.
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Figure 6.9: Testing whether $1900 in advertising is optimal using the restrict statement.

A one-tailed test would be a better option in this case. Andy decides he wants to test whether
the optimal amount is greater than $1900.

H0 : β3 + 3.8β4 ≤ 1

H1 : β3 + 3.8β4 > 1

A one-sided alternative has to be tested using a t-ratio rather than the F -test. The script below
computes such a test statistic much in the same way that we did in chapter 5.

1 # One-sided t-test

2 ols sales const price advert sq_advert --vcv

3 scalar r = $coeff(advert)+3.8*$coeff(sq_advert)-1

4 scalar v = $vcv[3,3]+((3.8)^2)*$vcv[4,4]+2*(3.8)*$vcv[3,4]

5 scalar t = r/sqrt(v)

6 pvalue t $df t

Notice that in line 3 we had to compute the variance of a linear combination of parameters. This
was easily done in the script. The results are:

t(71): area to the right of 0.967572 = 0.168271

(two-tailed value = 0.336543; complement = 0.663457)

The t-ratio is .9676 and the area to the right is 0.168. Once again, this is larger than 5% and the
hypothesis cannot be rejected at that level.

Finally, Big Andy makes another conjecture about sales. He is planning to charge $6 and use
$1900 in advertising and expects sales to be $80,000. Combined with the optimality of $1900 in
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advertising leads to the following joint test:

H0 :β3 + 3.8β4 = 1 and β1 + 6β2 + 1.9β3 + 1.92β4 = 80

H1 : not H0

The model is estimated and the hypotheses tested:

1 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

2 restrict

3 b[3]+3.8*b[4]=1

4 b[1]+6*b[2]+1.9*b[3]+3.61*b[4]=80

5 end restrict

The result is shown in Figure 6.10 below. Andy is disappointed with this outcome. The null

Figure 6.10: Andy muses about whether $1900 in advertising is optimal and whether this will
generate $80000 in sales given price is $6. It is not supported by the data.

hypothesis is rejected since the p-value associated with the test is 0.0049 < .05. Sorry Andy!

6.3 Nonsample Information

In this section we’ll estimate a beer demand model. The data are in beer.gdt and are in level
form. The model to be estimated is

ln(q) = β1 + β2 ln(pb) + β3 ln(pl) + β4 ln(pr) + β5 ln(i) + e (6.6)

The first thing to do is to convert each of the variables into natural logs. Gretl has a built in
function for this that is very slick. From the main window, highlight the variables you want to
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transform with the cursor. Then go to Add>Logs of selected variables from the pull-down
menu as shown in Figure 6.11. This can also be done is a script or from the console using the

Figure 6.11: Use the pull-down menu to add the natural logs of each variable

command logs q pb pl pr i. The natural log of each of the variables is obtained and the result
stored in a new variable with the prefix l (“el” underscore). An even easier way to add the logs
is to highlight the variables and right-click the mouse. A pop-up menu appears and the Add logs

option is available.

A no money illusion restriction can be parameterized in this model as β2 + β3 + β4 + β5 = 0. This
is easily estimated within gretl using the restrict dialog or a script as shown below.

1 open "@gretldir\data\poe\beer.gdt"

2 logs q pb pl pr i

3 ols l_q const l_pb l_pl l_pr l_i --quiet

4 restrict

5 b2+b3+b4+b5=0

6 end restrict
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Restriction:

b[l_pb] + b[l_pl] + b[l_pr] + b[l_i] = 0

Test statistic: F(1, 25) = 2.49693, with p-value = 0.126639

Restricted estimates:

Restricted estimates:

coefficient std. error t-ratio p-value

--------------------------------------------------------

const -4.79780 3.71390 -1.292 0.2078

l_pb -1.29939 0.165738 -7.840 2.58e-08 ***

l_pl 0.186816 0.284383 0.6569 0.5170

l_pr 0.166742 0.0770752 2.163 0.0399 **

l_i 0.945829 0.427047 2.215 0.0357 **

Standard error of the regression = 0.0616756

Figure 6.12: gretl output for the beer demand

The syntax for the restrictions is new. Instead of using b[2]+b[3]+b[4]+b[5]=0, a simpler form
is used. This is undocumented in the gretl version I am using (1.9.5cvs) and I am uncertain of
whether this will continue to work. It does for now and I’ve shown it here. Apparently gretl is
able to correctly parse the variable number from the variable name without relying on the brackets.
The output from the gretl script output window appears in Figure 6.12.

6.4 Model Specification

There are several issues of model specification explored here. First, it is possible to omit relevant
independent variables from your model. A relevant independent variable is one that affects the
mean of the dependent variable. When you omit a relevant variable that happens to be correlated
with any of the other included regressors, least squares suffers from omitted variable bias.

The other possibility is to include irrelevant variables in the model. In this case, you include
extra regressors that either don’t affect y or, if they do, they are not correlated with any of the
other regressors. Including irrelevant variables in the model makes least squares less precise than
it otherwise would be–this increases standard errors, reduces the power of your hypothesis tests,
and increases the size of your confidence intervals.

The example used in the text uses the dataset edu inc.gdt. The first regression

faminc = β1 + β2he + β3we + β4kl6 + β5xi5 + β6xi6 + ei (6.7)

where faminc is family income, he is husband’s years of schooling, we is woman’s years of schooling,
and kl6 are the number of children in the household under age 6. Several variations of this model are
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estimated. The first includes only he, another only he and we, and one includes the two irrelevant
variables, x5 and x6. The gretl script to estimate these models and test the implied hypothesis
restrictions follows. If you type this in yourself, omit the line numbers.

1 list all_x = const he we kl6 xtra_x5 xtra_x6

2 ols faminc all_x

3 modeltab add

4 omit xtra_x5 xtra_x6

5 modeltab add

6 omit kl6

7 modeltab add

8 omit we

9 modeltab add

10 modeltab show

The models can be estimated and saved as icons (File>Save to session as icon) within gretl.
Once they’ve all been estimated and saved as icons, open a session window (Figure 1.12) and
drag each model onto the model table icon. Click on the model table icon to reveal the output
shown in Figure 6.13.

In the above script, we have used the modeltab function after each estimated model to add it
to the model table. The final line tells gretl to display (show) the resulting model table.

One word of caution is in order about the given script and its interpretation. The omit statement
tests the implied restriction (the coefficient on the omitted variable is zero) versus the estimated
model that immediately precedes it. Thus, when we test that the coefficient on kl6 is zero in
line 6, the alternative model is the restricted model from line 4, which already excludes xtra x5,
and xtra x6. Thus, only one restriction is being tested. If your intention is to test all of the
restrictions (omit xtra x5, xtra x6 and kl6) versus the the completely unrestricted model in line
2 that includes all of the variables, you’ll need to modify your code. I’ll leave this an an exercise.

6.5 Model Selection: Introduction to gretl Functions

Choosing an appropriate model is part art and part science. Omitting relevant variables that are
correlated with regressors causes least squares to be biased and inconsistent. Including irrelevant
variables reduces the precision of least squares. So, from a purely technical point, it is important
to estimate a model that has all of the necessary relevant variables and none that are irrelevant.
It is also important to use a suitable functional form. There is no set of mechanical rules that one
can follow to ensure that the model is correctly specified, but there are a few things you can do to
increase your chances of having a suitable model to use for decision-making.

Here are a few rules of thumb:
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Figure 6.13: Save each model as an icon. Open the session window and drag each model to the
model table icon. Click on the model table icon to reveal this output.

1. Use whatever economic theory you have to select a functional form. For instance, if you
are estimating a short-run production function then economic theory suggests that marginal
returns to factors of production diminish. That means you should choose a functional form
that permits this (e.g., log-log).

2. If the estimated coefficients have the wrong signs or unreasonable magnitudes, then you
probably want to reevaluate either the functional form or whether relevant variables are
omitted.

3. You can perform joint hypothesis tests to detect the inclusion of irrelevant sets of variables.
Testing is not fool-proof since there is always positive probability that type 1 or type 2 error
is being committed.

4. You can use model selection rules to find sets of regressors that are ‘optimal’ in terms of an
estimated bias/precision trade-off.

5. Use a RESET test to detect possible misspecification of functional form.

In this section, I will give you some gretl commands to help with the last two: model selection
and RESET.
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In this section we consider three model selection rules: R̄2, AIC, and SC. I’m not necessarily
recommending that these be used, since there are plenty of statistical problems caused by using
the sample to both specify, estimate, and then test hypotheses in a model, but sometimes you have
little other choice. Lag selection discussed later in this book is a reasonable application for these.

6.5.1 Adjusted R2

The adjusted R2 was introduced in chapter 5. The usual R2 is ‘adjusted’ to impose a small
penalty when a variable is added to the model. Adding a variable with any correlation to y always
reduces SSE and increases the size of the usual R2. With the adjusted version, the improvement
in fit may be outweighed by the penalty and it could become smaller as variables are added. The
formula is:

R̄2 = 1− SSE/(N −K)

SST/(N − 1)
(6.8)

This sometimes referred to as “R-bar squared,” (i.e., R̄2 ) although in gretl it is called “adjusted
R-squared.” The biggest drawback of using R̄2 as a model selection rule is that the penalty it
imposes for adding regressors is too small on average. It tends to lead to models that contain
irrelevant variables. There are other model selection rules that impose larger penalties for adding
regressors and two of these are considered below.

6.5.2 Information Criteria

The two model selection rules considered here are the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC ) and
the Schwarz Criterion (SC ). The SC is sometimes called the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC ).
Both are computed by default in gretl and included in the standard regression output. The values
that gretl reports are based on maximizing a log-likelihood function (normal errors). There are
other variants of these that have been suggested for use in linear regression and these are presented
in the equations below:

AIC = ln(SSE/N) + 2K/N (6.9)

BIC = SC = ln(SSE/N) +K ln(N)/N (6.10)

The rule is, compute AIC or SC for each model under consideration and choose the model that
minimizes the desired criterion. The models should be evaluated using the same number of obser-
vations, i.e., for the same value of N . You can convert the ones gretl reports to the ones in (6.9)
using a simple transformation; add (1 + ln(2π)) and then multiply everything by N . Since sample
size should be held constant when using model selection rules, you can see that the two different
computations will lead to exactly the same model choice.

Since the functions have to be evaluated for each model estimated, it is worth writing a function
in gretl that can be reused. The use of functions to perform repetitive computations makes
programs shorter and reduced errors (unless your function is wrong, in which case every computation
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is incorrect!) In the next section, I will introduce you to gretl functions and offer one that will
compute the three model selection rules discussed above.

6.5.3 A gretl Function to Produce Model Selection Rules

Gretl offers a mechanism for defining functions, which may be called via the command line,
in the context of a script, or (if packaged appropriately via the programs graphical interface. The
syntax for defining a function looks like this:

function return-type function-name (parameters)

function body

end function

The opening line of a function definition contains these elements, in strict order:

1. The keyword function.

2. return-type, which states the type of value returned by the function, if any. This must be
one of void (if the function does not return anything), scalar, series, matrix, list or string.

3. function-name, the unique identifier for the function. Names must start with a letter. They
have a maximum length of 31 characters; if you type a longer name it will be truncated.
Function names cannot contain spaces. You will get an error if you try to define a function
having the same name as an existing gretl command. Also, be careful not to give any of your
variables (scalars, matrices, etc.) the same name as one of your functions.

4. The functionss parameters, in the form of a comma-separated list enclosed in parentheses.
This may be run into the function name, or separated by white space as shown.

The model selection function is designed to do two things. First, we want it to print values of
the model selection rules for R̄2, AIC and SC. While we are at it we should also print how many
regressors the model has (and their names) and the sample size. The second thing we want is to be
able to send the computed statistics to a matrix. This will allow us to collect results from several
candidates into a single table.

The basic structure of the model selection function is

function matrix modelsel (series y, list xvars)

[some computations]

[print results]

[return results]

end function
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As required, it starts with the keyword function. The next word, matrix, tells the function that a
matrix will be returned as output. The next word is modelsel, which is the name that we are giving
to our function. The modelsel function has two arguments that will be used as inputs. The first is
a data series that we will refer to inside the body of the function as y. The second is a list that
will be referred to as xvars. The inputs are separated by a comma and there are spaces between
the list of inputs. Essentially what we are going to do is feed the function a dependent variable
and a list of the independent variables as inputs. Inside the function a regression is estimated,
the criteria are computed based on it, the statistics are printed to the screen, and collected into
a matrix that will be returned. The resulting matrix is then available for further manipulation
outside of the function.

1 function matrix modelsel (series y, list xvars)

2 ols y xvars --quiet

3 scalar sse = $ess

4 scalar N = $nobs

5 scalar K = nelem(xvars)

6 scalar aic = ln(sse/N)+2*K/N

7 scalar bic = ln(sse/N)+K*N/N

8 scalar rbar2 = 1-((1-$rsq)*(N-1)/$df)

9 matrix A = { K, N, aic, bic, rbar2 }

10 printf "\nRegressors: %s\n",varname(xvars)

11 printf "K = %d, N = %d, AIC = %.4f, SC = %.4f, and\

12 Adjusted R2 = %.4f\n", K, N, aic, bic, rbar2

13 return A

14 end function

In line 2 the function inputs y and the list xvars are used to estimate a linear model by least
squares. The --quiet option is used to suppress the least squares output. In lines 3-5 the sum
of squared errors, SSE, the number of observations, N, and the number of regressors, K, are put
into scalars. In lines 6-8 the three criteria are computed. Line 9 puts various scalars into a matrix
called A. Lines 10 and 11 sends the names of the regressors to the screen. Line 11 sends formatted
output to the screen. Line 12 sends the matrix A as a return from the function. The last line closes
the function.2

At this point, the function can be highlighted and run.

To use the function create a list that will include the desired independent variables (called x

in this case). Then to use the function you will create a matrix called a that will include the output
from modelsel.

1 list x = const he we xtra_x5 xtra_x6

2 matrix a = modelsel(faminc,x)

2To get the gretl value of AIC: scalar aic g = (1+ln(2*pi)+aic)*N
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The output is:

Regressors: const,he,we,kl6,xtra_x5,xtra_x6

K = 6, N = 428, AIC = 21.2191, SC = 27.1911, and Adjusted R2 = 0.1681

You can see that each of the regressor names is printed out on the first line of output. This is
followed by the values of K, N, AIC, SC, and R̄2.

To put the function to use, consider the following script where we create four sets of variables
and use the model selection rules to pick the desired model.

1 list x1 = const he

2 list x2 = const he we

3 list x3 = const he we kl6

4 list x4 = const he we xtra_x5 xtra_x6

5 matrix a = modelsel(faminc,x1)

6 matrix b = modelsel(faminc,x2)

7 matrix c = modelsel(faminc,x3)

8 matrix d = modelsel(faminc,x4)

9 matrix MS = a|b|c|d

10 colnames(MS,"K N AIC SC Adj_R2" )

11 printf "%10.5g",MS

12 function modelsel clear

In this example the model selection rules will be computed for four different models. Lines 1-4
construct the variable list for each of these. The next four lines run the model selection function
for each set of variables. Each set of results is saved in a separate matrix (a, b, c, d). The
colnames function is used to give each column of the matrix a meaningful name. Then, the printf

statement prints the matrix. The last line removes the modelsel function from memory. This is
not strictly necessary. If you make changes to your function, just recompile it. The biggest problem
with function proliferation is that you may inadvertently try to give a variable the same name as
one of your functions that is already in memory. If that occurs, clear the function or rename the
variable.

The first part of the output prints the results from the individual calls to modelsel.

Regressors: const,he

K = 2, N = 428, AIC = 21.2618, SC = 21.2807, and Adjusted R2 = 0.1237

Regressors: const,he,we

K = 3, N = 428, AIC = 21.2250, SC = 21.2534, and Adjusted R2 = 0.1574

Regressors: const,he,we,kl6

K = 4, N = 428, AIC = 21.2106, SC = 21.2485, and Adjusted R2 = 0.1714
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Regressors: const,he,we,xtra_x5,xtra_x6

K = 5, N = 428, AIC = 21.2331, SC = 21.2805, and Adjusted R2 = 0.1544

The last part prints the matrix MS.

K N AIC SC Adj_R2

2 428 21.262 21.281 0.12375

3 428 21.225 21.253 0.15735

4 428 21.211 21.248 0.17135

5 428 21.233 21.281 0.15443

In this example all three criteria select the same model: K = 4 and the regressors are const, he,
we, kl6. This model minimized AIC and SC and maximizes the adjusted R2.

Later in the book, this model selection function will be refined to make it more general.

6.5.4 RESET

The RESET test is used to assess the adequacy of your functional form. The null hypothesis is
that your functional form is adequate. The alternative is that it is not. The test involves running
a couple of regressions and computing an F -statistic.

Consider the model
yi = β1 + β2xi2 + β3xi3 + ei (6.11)

and the hypothesis

H0 : E[y|xi2, xi3] = β1 + β2xi2 + β3xi3

H1 : not H0

Rejection of H0 implies that the functional form is not supported by the data. To test this, first
estimate (6.11) using least squares and save the predicted values, ŷi. Then square and cube ŷ and
add them back to the model as shown below:

yi = β1 + β2xi2 + β3xi3 + γ1ŷ
2
i + ei

yi = β1 + β2xi2 + β3xi3 + γ1ŷ
2
i + γ2ŷ

3
i + ei

The null hypotheses to test (against alternative, ‘not H0’) are:

H0 : γ1 = 0

H0 : γ1 = γ2 = 0

Estimate the auxiliary models using least squares and test the significance of the parameters of ŷ2

and/or ŷ3. This is accomplished through the following script. Note, the reset command issued
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after the first regression computes the test associated with H0 : γ1 = γ2 = 0. It is included here so
that you can compare the ‘canned’ result with the one you compute using the two step procedure
suggested above. The two results should match.

1 ols faminc x3 --quiet

2 reset --quiet

3 reset --quiet --squares-only

The results of the RESET for the family income equation is

RESET test for specification (squares and cubes)

Test statistic: F = 3.122581,

with p-value = P(F(2,422) > 3.12258) = 0.0451

RESET test for specification (squares only)

Test statistic: F = 5.690471,

with p-value = P(F(1,423) > 5.69047) = 0.0175

The adequacy of the functional form is rejected at the 5% level for both tests. It’s back to the
drawing board!

6.6 Cars Example

The data set cars.gdt is included in package of datasets that are distributed with this manual.
In most cases it is a good idea to print summary statistics of any new dataset that you work
with. This serves several purposes. First, if there is some problem with the dataset, the summary
statistics may give you some indication. Is the sample size as expected? Are the means, minimums
and maximums reasonable? If not, you’ll need to do some investigative work. The other reason is
important as well. By looking at the summary statistics you’ll gain an idea of how the variables
have been scaled. This is vitally important when it comes to making economic sense out of the
results. Do the magnitudes of the coefficients make sense? It also puts you on the lookout for
discrete variables, which also require some care in interpreting.

The summary command is used to get summary statistics. These include mean, minimum,
maximum, standard deviation, the coefficient of variation, skewness and excess kurtosis. The corr

command computes the simple correlations among your variables. These can be helpful in gaining
an initial understanding of whether variables are highly collinear or not. Other measures are more
useful, but it never hurts to look at the correlations. Either of these commands can be used with
a variable list afterwards to limit the list of variables summarized of correlated.

Consider the cars example from POE4. The script is
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1 open "c:\Program Files\gretl\data\poe\cars.gdt"

2 summary

3 corr

4 ols mpg const cyl eng wgt

5 vif

The summary statistics appear below:

Summary Statistics, using the observations 1–392

Variable Mean Median Minimum Maximum

mpg 23.4459 22.7500 9.00000 46.6000
cyl 5.47194 4.00000 3.00000 8.00000
eng 194.412 151.000 68.0000 455.000
wgt 2977.58 2803.50 1613.00 5140.00

Variable Std. Dev. C.V. Skewness Ex. kurtosis

mpg 7.80501 0.332894 0.455341 −0.524703
cyl 1.70578 0.311733 0.506163 −1.39570
eng 104.644 0.538259 0.698981 −0.783692
wgt 849.403 0.285266 0.517595 −0.814241

and the correlation matrix

Correlation coefficients, using the observations 1–392
5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.0991 for n = 392

mpg cyl eng wgt
1.0000 −0.7776 −0.8051 −0.8322 mpg

1.0000 0.9508 0.8975 cyl
1.0000 0.9330 eng

1.0000 wgt

The variables are quite highly correlated in the sample. For instance the correlation between weight
and engine displacement is 0.933. Cars with big engines are heavy. What a surprise!

The regression results are:

OLS, using observations 1–392
Dependent variable: mpg
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Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value

const 44.3710 1.48069 29.9665 0.0000
cyl −0.267797 0.413067 −0.6483 0.5172
eng −0.0126740 0.00825007 −1.5362 0.1253
wgt −0.00570788 0.000713919 −7.9951 0.0000

Mean dependent var 23.44592 S.D. dependent var 7.805007
Sum squared resid 7162.549 S.E. of regression 4.296531
R2 0.699293 Adjusted R2 0.696967
F (3, 388) 300.7635 P-value(F ) 7.6e–101
Log-likelihood −1125.674 Akaike criterion 2259.349
Schwarz criterion 2275.234 Hannan–Quinn 2265.644

The test of the individual significance of cyl and eng can be read from the table of regression
results. Neither are significant at the 5% level. The joint test of their significance is performed
using the omit statement. The F -statistic is 4.298 and has a p-value of 0.0142. The null hypothesis
is rejected in favor of their joint significance.

The new statement that requires explanation is vif. vif stands for variance inflation factor
and it is used as a collinearity diagnostic by many programs, including gretl. The vif is closely
related to the statistic suggested by Hill et al. (2011) who suggest using the R2 from auxiliary
regressions to determine the extent to which each explanatory variable can be explained as linear
functions of the others. They suggest regressing xj on all of the other independent variables and
comparing the R2

j from this auxiliary regression to 10. If the R2
j exceeds 10, then there is evidence

of a collinearity problem.

The vifj actually reports the same information, but in a less straightforward way. The vif

associated with the jth regressor is computed

vifj =
1

1−R2
j

(6.12)

which is, as you can see, simply a function of the R2
j from the jth regressor. Notice that when

R2
j > .80, the vifj > 10. Thus, the rule of thumb for the two rules is actually the same. A vifj

greater than 10 is equivalent to an R2 greater than .8 from the auxiliary regression.

The output from gretl is shown below:

Variance Inflation Factors

Minimum possible value = 1.0

Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem

cyl 10.516

eng 15.786
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wgt 7.789

VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient

between variable j and the other independent variables

Properties of matrix X’X:

1-norm = 4.0249836e+009

Determinant = 6.6348526e+018

Reciprocal condition number = 1.7766482e-009

Once again, the gretl output is very informative. It gives you the threshold for high collinearity
(vifj) > 10) and the relationship between vifj and R2

j . Clearly, these data are highly collinear. Two
variance inflation factors above the threshold and the one associated with wgt is fairly large as well.

The variance inflation factors can be produced from the dialogs as well. Estimate your model
then, in the model window, select Tests>Collinearity and the results will appear in gretl’s
output.

6.7 Script

1 set echo off

2 # f-test

3 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

4 square advert

5 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

6 scalar sseu = $ess

7 scalar unrest_df = $df

8 ols sales const price

9 scalar sser = $ess

10 scalar Fstat=((sser-sseu)/2)/(sseu/(unrest_df))

11 pvalue F 2 unrest_df Fstat

12

13 # f-test using omit

14 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

15 omit advert sq_advert

16

17 # f-test using restrict

18 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

19 restrict

20 b[3]=0

21 b[4]=0

22 end restrict

23

24 # overall f

25 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"
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26 square advert

27 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

28 restrict

29 b[2] = 0

30 b[3] = 0

31 b[4] = 0

32 end restrict

33

34 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

35 scalar sseu = $ess

36 scalar unrest_df = $df

37 ols sales const

38 scalar sser = $ess

39 scalar rest_df = $df

40

41 scalar J = rest_df - unrest_df

42 scalar Fstat=((sser-sseu)/J)/(sseu/(unrest_df))

43 pvalue F J unrest_df Fstat

44

45 # t-test

46 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

47 omit price

48

49 # optimal advertising

50 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

51 square advert

52 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

53 scalar Ao =(1-$coeff(advert))/(2*$coeff(sq_advert))

54 # test of optimal advertising

55 restrict

56 b[3]+3.8*b[4]=1

57 end restrict

58

59 open "@gretldir\data\poe\andy.gdt"

60 square advert

61 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

62 scalar Ao =(1-$coeff(advert))/(2*$coeff(sq_advert))

63

64 # One-sided t-test

65 ols sales const price advert sq_advert --vcv

66 scalar r = $coeff(advert)+3.8*$coeff(sq_advert)-1

67 scalar v = $vcv[3,3]+((3.8)^2)*$vcv[4,4]+2*(3.8)*$vcv[3,4]

68 scalar t = r/sqrt(v)

69 pvalue t $df t

70

71 # joint test

72 ols sales const price advert sq_advert

73 restrict

74 b[3]+3.8*b[4]=1

75 b[1]+6*b[2]+1.9*b[3]+3.61*b[4]=80

76 end restrict
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77

78 # restricted estimation

79 open "@gretldir\data\poe\beer.gdt"

80 logs q pb pl pr i

81 ols l_q const l_pb l_pl l_pr l_i --quiet

82 restrict

83 b2+b3+b4+b5=0

84 end restrict

85 restrict

86 b[2]+b[3]+b[4]+b[5]=0

87 end restrict

88

89 # model specification -- relevant and irrelevant vars

90 open "@gretldir\data\poe\edu_inc.gdt"

91 ols faminc const he we

92 omit we

93

94 corr

95

96 list all_x = const he we kl6 xtra_x5 xtra_x6

97 ols faminc all_x

98

99 # reset test

100 ols faminc const he we kl6

101 reset --quiet --squares-only

102 reset --quiet

103

104 # model selection rules and a function

105 function matrix modelsel (series y, list xvars)

106 ols y xvars --quiet

107 scalar sse = $ess

108 scalar N = $nobs

109 scalar K = nelem(xvars)

110 scalar aic = ln(sse/N)+2*K/N

111 scalar bic = ln(sse/N)+K*ln(N)/N

112 scalar rbar2 = 1-((1-$rsq)*(N-1)/$df)

113 matrix A = { K, N, aic, bic, rbar2}

114 printf "\nRegressors: %s\n",varname(xvars)

115 printf "K = %d, N = %d, AIC = %.4f, SC = %.4f, and\

116 Adjusted R2 = %.4f\n", K, N, aic, bic, rbar2

117 return A

118 end function

119

120 list x1 = const he

121 list x2 = const he we

122 list x3 = const he we kl6

123 list x4 = const he we xtra_x5 xtra_x6

124 matrix a = modelsel(faminc,x1)

125 matrix b = modelsel(faminc,x2)

126 matrix c = modelsel(faminc,x3)

127 matrix d = modelsel(faminc,x4)
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128

129 matrix MS = a|b|c|d

130 colnames(MS,"K N AIC SC Adj_R2" )

131 printf "%10.5g",MS

132 function modelsel clear

133

134 ols faminc all_x

135 modeltab add

136 omit xtra_x5 xtra_x6

137 modeltab add

138 omit kl6

139 modeltab add

140 omit we

141 modeltab add

142 modeltab show

143

144

145 ols faminc x3 --quiet

146 reset

147

148 # collinearity

149 open "@gretldir\data\poe\cars.gdt"

150 summary

151 corr

152

153 ols mpg const cyl

154 ols mpg const cyl eng wgt --quiet

155 omit cyl

156 ols mpg const cyl eng wgt --quiet

157 omit eng

158 ols mpg const cyl eng wgt --quiet

159 omit eng cyl

160

161 # Auxiliary regressions for collinearity

162 # Check: r2 >.8 means severe collinearity

163 ols cyl const eng wgt

164 scalar r1 = $rsq

165 ols eng const wgt cyl

166 scalar r2 = $rsq

167 ols wgt const eng cyl

168 scalar r3 = $rsq

169 printf "R-squares for the auxillary regresions\nDependent Variable:\

170 \n cylinders %3.3g\n engine displacement %3.3g\n weight %3.3g\n", r1, r2, r3

171

172 ols mpg const cyl eng wgt

173 vif
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